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TRB

Workshops,

Sessions &

Poster Sessions

Continued

Tom on Rt. 491, Leroy Gishi, BIA

3. Right of Way
A. Suggested Content and Presenters: Ron, Kelly, other
possible panelists once July workshops are done. 

Transportation

Reauthorizatio

n Bill

There probably will not be a Transportation Bill until after
the next presidential election. What can this committee do
in the meantime? Transportation policy issues will be on
hold. With or without the Bill, Indian country needs to think
about moving ahead. We need to take advantage of
opportunities to learn more about financing and planning
strategies such as the TRB Transportation Finance meeting
that was conducted on May 19-21, 2010. We need to get out
from under IRR which doesn't consider funding. We need to
get into planning and state planning in particular. Not
having a bill may do Indian Country a favor by keeping a
higher level funding for a few more years. But before that
changes, we need to establish an infrastructure. What are
FHWA duties and responsibilities?

Accessing TRB

Materials
TRB Conference Sponsors (BIA, FHWA staff) can access
all TRB resources for free. The public can access pdfs
online for everything but the published papers.  The
published and unpublished papers are provided on disk at
the conference. Go to TRB publications to get research
publications free of charge. There is a new option to get all
annual meeting materials for a fee. These materials are also
accessible to sponsors (BIA, FHWA) for free.  Committee
members need to contact FHWA and BIA staff (based upon
e-mail address) to access any materials not available to the
general public.

Kelly will talk to
Fawn about serving
as a conduit sponsor
to get materials for
the TTAPs and the
Clearinghouse.

While Barbara Post,
TRB Librarian, is
available to help, we
need to get her
enlisted. She loads
research into
database. TRIS,
Transportation
research
information service.
Available on trb.org.
We may be able to
get a list of
resources to obtain
from that service.

TRB ABE 80

Reception
Process for having an ABE 80 reception at TRB
Conference:  Apply for meeting space with associated
groups. Starting in August an application will be available.
Look for a Sunday evening reception space.

Kelly will get a
menu from Hilton
for a reception for
Tom. 


